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_Hello. My name is Christopher Martiniano. My curiosity has led me on a lateral, creative career as a designer, art director,
creative director, copywriter, professor of writing, theory, literature, art, and creativity studies. Ultimately, I am a student.
I am always learning. And it seems, I am always obsessively doing. When people ask what I do, I inevitably say, “I make
stuff. I create ideas. I figure things out.” Page ahead to see some of those ideas and that stuff.

Working with the
talented team at
Turner Duckworth
(UK), who evolved
Sprite’s identity to
transform it into
an “icon brand”,
we applied the
brand’s new look
to its stable of
sponsorships
including the
NBA (LeBron
James). The goal
was to “surprise
and delight”
consumers
with a simple,
consistent, but
“unpredictable”
visual presence.

Snr. Art Director/Designer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Print
Client: Sprite NBA/Lebron James Sponsorship
Agency: Leo Burnett/Arc

Finish Line wanted
to move from
the performance
category of athletic
footwear into style
and expression.
The copy I wrote
demanded a
similarly bold,
visual expression
of the shoes and
their “aura.” I
simply asked my
team, what would
shoes “say” and
what would that
language “look
like?” Besides
broadcast, print,
and digital media,
we also had to
transform their retail
space into a more
vibrant, dynamic,
and colorful
environment.
Working with
the talented and
tireless team at
Digital Kitchen, we
developed a library
of graphics that
were both specific
to the featured
shoes as well as
to the brand’s
millennial target and
their interests.
Watch! (www.youtube.com/watch?v=IO4eUO9OjBk)
Creative Director/Writer/Designer/Music: Christopher Martiniano
Media: (Left) Broadcast Brand Relaunch, (Right) Print Brand Evolution
Client: Finish Line
Agency: upshot

With the
“Bloomberg
Law”, limiting
the size of soda
drinks, looming
in NYC as well
as the antipathy
developing
towards soda
generally, CocaCola looked to our
team to develop a
“family” campaign
that visually joined
their zero calorie
offerings within
Coke’s “Bring
Joy” campaign.
The goal was to
visually present
the “family” to
be as fulfilling
and dynamic as
their full calorie
counterparts,
framed by their
zero-calorie
benefit.

Snr. Art Director/Designer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Print
Client: Coca-Cola Co.
Agency: Leo Burnett/Arc

For Miller Lite’s
sponsorship
of SXSW, we
thought the
most believable
and convincing
message to
a throng of
persnickety
hipsters would
be its originality
in the category.
The original light
beer helps bring
the independent,
original music
they enjoy at the
festival every year.

Creative Director/Designer/Writer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Digital/Outdoor
Client: Miller Lite/Sxsw
Agency: upshot

Certainly a quirky
brand, Yoo-Hoo
is also a proud,
badge brand for
many teens. We
wanted to push its
outlier status and
also its “in-theknow” identity
into its presence
at Warped
Tour, X-Games,
and other teen
festivals. We
developed
the “Stick It!”
campaign with
the help of punk
illustrator and
poster designer,
Frank Kozik, to
create athlete
uniforms, unique
stickers, posters,
and patches for
consumers, as
well as a unique
retail presence to
differentiate it from
other “staid” soft
drinks that often
communicate to
“mom.”

Snr. Art Director/Designer/Copywriter: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Print/Digital/Experiential
Client: Yoo-Hoo/Cadbury-Schweppes
Agency: The Zipatoni Co.

Developed an
identity system
and materials for
Arrupe College of
Loyola University,
a non-profit
community college
that delivers highquality education,
support, and
allows students to
graduate virtually
debt-free. From
an idea that the
President had
in July, 2014
to opening
the school in
August, 2015, we
developed the
mission, values,
voice, identity, and
materials including
the website, DM,
collateral, and
displays
in under
HIEVABLE.
ACCESSIBLE.
AFFORDABLE.
one year.

NEW SCHOOL. NEW YOU.

“WHAT
SEIZES YOUR
IMAGINATION,
WILL AFFECT
EVERYTHING.”

ARRUPE - Maguire Display Case and Staircase
I M A G E

EARN YOUR ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE
–WITH LITTLE TO NO DEBT.

G R O U P

Start planning for your future today. LUC.edu/Arrupe

ACHIEVABLE. ACCESSIBLE. AFFORDABLE.

Display Case 6 @ 40.5 x 48

A WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION MADE AFFORDABLE.
“PENDING HLC APPROVAL”

Designer/writer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Print, Digital,
Client: Arrupe College of Loyola University Chicago
Agency: University Marketing & Communication (in-house)

Staircase 120 x 30

Working with
Loyola University
Chicago, I was
presented with
the inverse of
the challenge
usually posed
to commercial
designers. Rather
than try to create
an experience
from a product,
our team had
to translate an
abstract, variable
experience for a
diverse student
body into a
tangible, simple
product. Since
no student’s
experience is the
same as the next,
we developed
fluid, interlocking
shapes and
expanded Loyola’s
color pallete
to re-visualize
the traditional
calendars,
planners, and web
interfaces that
students use to
dynamically “map”
their “experience.”

Graphic Designer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Print
Client: Loyola University Chicago, Student Development
Agency: Loyola University Marketing And Communication

In science, a
transducer
measurably
transforms one
type of energy
into another. True
to the name,
the CMO of this
start-up marketing
company in
LA, envisioned
an agency that
transformed
consumers’
energy into an
action towards the
brands his agency
worked with. He
wanted an identity
that visualizes this
transformation
through both
energetic color
and simple
shape(s). The
identity appeared
in static, print
forms as well as
digitally, often as
an animated GIF.
Designer: Christopher Martiniano
Media: Logo/Identity
Client: Transducer Marketing
Agency: Freelance
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Creative Experience:
Loyola University Chicago
Sr. Graphic Designer, 2014-2015

EMI (Chicago) 		
Creative Director (Art), 2004
Clients: Brown-Forman, Anheuser-Busch

Teaching Experience:
Columbia College Chicago
Instructor: Advertising Art+Design Dept., 2015-present

Leo Burnett/ARC Worldwide (Chicago)
Creative Director (Art/Copy), 2012, 2013 (Freelance)
Clients: McDonald’s, The Coca-Cola Co., MillerCoors, Bridgestone

The Zipatoni Co. (Chicago)
Associate Creative Director (Art / Copy), 2001-03
Senior Art Director, 2000
Clients: Motorola, AT&T Wireless, Verizon Wireless, CadburySchweppes, Bacardi, Lego

Loyola University Chicago
Instructor: School of Comm/SCPS, 2014-present

Oxford University Press (New York / Oxford)
Designer, Photo Editor, 2010-2011
Indiana University/Bloomington
Freelance Designer / Writer, 2009Clients: IU Dept. of English, The Center for 18c Studies,
CAHI, Center for Theoretical Inquiry
upshot (Chicago) 			
Creative Director [VP] (Copy / Art), 2004-09
Art Director, 1998-1999
Clients: Miller/Coors, Procter & Gamble, Kraft, Finish Line, Tremor,
Disney Vacation Club, Seagram’s/Diageo, Cingular Wireless, Sony

Ammirati Puris Lintas (Chicago)
Graphic Designer, 1998 (Freelance)
Clients: Ameritech, University of Chicago Business School

Indiana University/Bloomington
Associate Instructor: Dept. of English, 2010-2013
Education:
PhD (ABD), 2013, Indiana University/Bloomington
Depts. of English and Art History
MA, 2009, DePaul University (Chicago)
Dept. of English

Additional Experience:
(1988-1996) NPR, Hal Riney, Gambit Weekly (New Orleans),
Natives’ Guide to New Orleans, Metro Time (Detroit)

MA, (in-progress), Loyola University Chicago
Center for Textual Studies & DIgital Humanities
BA (Triple Major), 1995, DePaul University (Chicago)
Depts. FIne Art, English, & Philosophy

